MISSION: STARLAB

StarLab impacts thousands of elementary school students in the Mounds View School District each year. StarLab is a portable, inflatable planetarium that engages students in a unique, cost effective way.

Benefits of investing in a new StarLab:

- StarLab's enhanced software creates dynamic and interactive learning environments;
- The immersive experiences increase student interest and engagement in astronomy, earth science, and life science with an expanded set of curriculum resources;
- Using StarLab reduces expenses associated with field trips, which require both financial resources and time away from school.

“I hold fond memories of my adventures in the StarLab at Valentine Hills with Mrs. Kloncz, our science teacher and astronomy guide. To this day, I recall the names of some of the stars in the constellation Orion as a result of my time under the StarLab dome. It was something we looked forward to all year, and I hope that the StarLab can continue to inspire future generations to be curious and moved by the mystery and beauty of the cosmos.”

Jenna Hobbs | Valentine Hills Elementary Alumna
Psy.D., LP Clinical Director | Minnesota Clinic for Health & Wellness